Editorial | What’s in your truck?

This month we asked leading Showing riders, Alan & Shona Duncan...
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Alan & Shona say:
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We have a large selection of rugs,
from cottons to wool top rugs,
ensuring the horses are comfortable
whatever the weather.
Ryan Teece is our right hand man
5.
at the shows. He keeps everything
running smoothly, and together
we have the horses turned out to
perfection.
We feed predominately the Dunstan
Horse Feed range, mixed with Hygain 6.
Show Torque, and Oaklanes Stables
Chaff. Together these products keep
the horses in peak condition.
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As a family we have been showing
for many years. By using the right
trainers, products and supplements,
we have enjoyed perfecting the art
of producing show horses and ponies
We are fortunate to be sponsored
by Elite Equine supplements and
our horses are fed the full range,
which assists in maximum health and
optimum performance.
English made County Saddles are
our preferred choice for both at
home and competitions. They are
great to ride in, and offer maximum
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comfort for the horses due to being
made to fit.
Another of our generous sponsors is
Hi Shine New Zealand. They supply
us with a fantastic topical range
aiding in coat health and shine. From
serums for hair growth and scar
tissue, to mane and tail detanglers.
We use a lot of the Mark Todd range.
Pictured here are the halters and
bridles. We also find the extensive
rug range brilliant.
Led turnout classes have always been
an event Shona enjoys and has had

many successes over the years.
10. A selection of browbands worn
by our horses, all made by
Finishing Touch Equestrian.
11. We use a assortment of
products to achieve our high
level of turnout. Some of
these include; Champion
Pepi, the Absorbine range,
Kevin Bacon’s Hoof Oil, Bluo,
Champion Tails White Cover
Creme for bright white socks,
and Heiniger Clippers for final
touch ups.
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WHAT’S IN
YOUR TRUCK?

“It has been
an exciting
collaborative
effort with Wade
Equine Coaches
to produce
our latest
truck which
incorporates
new ideas
and extreme
comfort for both
the horses and
ourselves.”
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